
The Activity

The class divides into pairs . Using a reel-to-reel
audio tape recorder, the pairs interview each other
for about three minutes. With sound splicing blocks
and audio-splicing tape, each student edits the in-
terview he conducted with his partner down to six-
ty seconds. By listening to the edited audiotapes,
the pairs decide what sequence of between five and
ten "shots" would be the best visual materials for
the soundtrack . A fairly tight plan is developed .
Storyboards or shooting-scripts can be used here .
Finally, the tape is shot, in finished sequence to
the exact length of the audio tape . Titles can be
added to the head or tail of the tape . Using patch
cords, the audio-materials is audio-dubbed onto
the tape. Presentations and evaluations with the
whole class follows .

Teaching Suggestions
This activity calls upon a tight ration of equipment
per student and hence might be carried out over a
long period of time . Suggest arranging pairs so that

kids work with someone they don't know too well .
Younger kids may have trouble editing the sound -
so you might have them pre-plan questions, turn
off the recorder during questions and delivery, have
the interviewer write a script for the interviewee
after discussions (and vice-a-versa) or structure
combinations of these . Using a tripod will "break"
the natural rush to shoot tape and make kids plan
more carefully . Disallowing any camera-movement
during the shooting will "break" things further .
Have kids to three or four takes of the 60 second
sequence and choose the best one .

Variations and Follow-Up
Exchange a series of portraits with kids in another
area; do portraits of family members ; have kids do
video first and audio second ; discuss how close in-
terviews come to "real" life ; have kids reflect on
demands placed on them both as videomakers and
as subjects of the videotape ; audio-dub with a mike
(not patch cord) and add music from a record ; try
putting one person's soundtrack on another's visual
portrait .

Theater Gaming
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Theater Games, originated by Viola Spolin, provide
a non-threatening way for people to begin acting in
front of the camera . Each game is organized around
a Point of Concentration (POC) which helps to
break acting into familiar, simple segments. Im-
mediately, the participant is given something to do .
Another Spolin term used in the descriptions be-
low, Side Coaching, is the leader's methods for
keeping the group focused on the POC . The first
four games come from Spolin's Improvisations for
the Theater, the last four from workshop expe-
rience .

The Activity
This activity requires a large, open, unobstructed
space . Have the equipment assembled . Give one
group member basic operating instructions . Ask
others to relieve the camera man as the spirit moves
them, but to try to do some taping. Each new ca-
mera man is given instructions from the previous
one. It is important, especially with small children,
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to stop taping after several activities and play back
the tape . This seems to reduce anxieties about see-
ing oneself and helps to get people involved more
in acting.

1) Body Monitoring Pretest : Let your group sit
for several minutes with no instructions, then have
them stand and place themselves in space . POC :
self feeling self. Side Coaching: concentrate on how
your body feels . How do your shoulders feel? If
they feel heavy, make them heavier. If they feel
light, make them lighter . Think about your calves .
your stomach . your arms. etc .

2) Play Ball : Participants should arrange them-
selves in a circle . Have the group decide the size of
the ball they will use to play ball . POC: weight,
size, speed of ball . Side Coaching : The ball is very
heavy. Now make the ball very light . The ball is
the same weight that it was in the beginning . The
ball is very fast . Now it is very slow .

3) Tug-of-War: If you are working with young
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